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While filming a movie about
the dangers of snakebites, a
young woman (Kalpana
Pandit) realizes that she was a
snake in her past life. The
villainess Ashiko scolds her
for stealing snake eggs to
make a drug potion out of
them. But Ashika and Ashik
appear in the city only at the
end of the film, and during the
filming of these episodes were
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not. Due to confusion in the
filming process, the film was
recut in 1998. In 2010, the
director of the film, Sadhu
Tilak, resigned due to legal
problems. Despite this, he
asked the producers to add
some humor to the film.
Letter: "Hello, dear, dear
Aliya Baba!" Do you know me
under the nickname Prabhu-
Nityananda Maharaj?
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discussed the fact that
Prabhupala Gaura Puja was
scheduled on the day of his
birth. Prabhuja: Now I
understand that my
conclusions then were hasty,
and that this could not be an
accident. I really was sure that
it was all planned. Everything
that happened after this
publication is only the result
of a huge preparatory work
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and, to a certain extent, the
result of my personal stress. It
makes no sense for me to
explain to you how I looked at
what was happening: I saw
"Shiva-karana-sthana" and
Sunda under it Karana:
Prabkalepp, Ashina,
Jayadratha and the Pandava
Buddhas. I had to watch them,
watch myself, Somadeva-raja,
Soma-yadatta, Santana-
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sahasrata and Dakshinamurti.
And maybe if I wasn't able to
see it all, your junior students
could. It was ger
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